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Overview
The Upper Blue Mountains Fox Program (UBMFP) is a community, local and state government
partnership aiming to reduce the impacts of foxes following the devastating 2019/2020 fires by
protecting native species and their habitat. Activities will focus on swamp areas of the Upper Blue
Mountains and more particularly on the habitat of the endangered Blue Mountains Water Skink Eulamprus leuraensis.

Priority Areas and Activities
Fire effected areas between Woodford to Mount Victoria focussing on upper Blue Mountains
swamps will be targeted. Cage trapping foxes, reducing resources available to foxes and mapping
observations using FoxScan.
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The Problem
Do you have a problem with foxes? Do you see them predating on native wildlife, are they taking
your chickens or harassing your pets? Although they are a smart, and some may say attractive,
animal they don’t belong in our environment and are impacting on our native fauna and their
habitat as well as livestock and pets. Foxes may also carry diseases and can spread weeds.
Following fires the risk of predation increases, so the UBMFP is supporting a number of options to
reduce fox impacts including loaning cage traps to residents to catch a fox and supporting residents
that have their own cage traps and would like to be involved in the program.
This information package outlines the options and requirements for program participation and
includes the required documentation and standard operation procedures. At this stage only
participants in the priority areas will be supported under this program.

Why Use Cage Traps?
Cage trapping is a humane method of controlling foxes safely in urban areas, and can be used in
areas where it is not possible to conduct baiting.

What’s Involved – a Quick Guide
BEFORE TRAP DELIVERY
1. Watch the video “A guide to cage trapping foxes” to see if you are confident that you want to
register for the program: https://youtu.be/ybYyJlhFOek
2. Register with FeralScan to record fox activity and trapping details:
https://www.feralscan.org.au/
3. Read the documentation
o Standard Operating Procedure - FOX006 trapping of foxes using cage traps
o Cage trap guidelines
o Safe Work Method Statement (SWMS) for cage trapping foxes
4. Contact the group to arrange the delivery of a trap or training in use of a cage trap if you have
your own trap – email bluemtn.fox@gmail.com
AFTER TRAP DELIVERY
5. Sign the “Cage trap loan / use agreement” document. A copy will also be provided to the group.
6. If required, submit the form “Transporting pest animals for human destruction”.
7. Upon delivery of the trap you will receive training on the use of the cage trap.
8. Read the instructions on how to use FoxScan to record trapping activity or use a written log.

9. Undertake camera trap training to assist in monitoring fox behaviour around the trap.
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Step 1. Watch “A Guide to Cage Trapping Foxes”
Watch the video to see if you are confident you want to participate in the program as there are a
number of steps to consider.

Click here to see the video or go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybYyJlhFOek&t=9s
This is an instructional video for Greater Sydney residents to help manage foxes and reduce the
impact they may be having on your property through the use of cage traps. This video outlines how
to set a trap and the processes you must follow in line with the NSW Biosecurity Act 2017 such as
obtaining a permit before transporting a fox.

Step 2. Register With FeralScan
Register with FeralScan to record trapping details and fox activity in FoxScan. The details you record
will not be made public but are useful to the group to improve practices and track fox activity in the
area.
Go to https://www.feralscan.org.au/
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Step 3. Read the Documentation
a. Standard Operating Procedure - FOX006 trapping of foxes using cage traps
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b. Cage Trap Guidelines
Prior to setting up the trap
1) Watch “A guide to trapping foxes”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybYyJlhFOek&t=9s
2) Ensure you have a euthanasia plan with a local vet or an individual with a firearms
licence. There may be legal restrictions on discharging firearms, check with your local
Police as permission may be necessary.
3) Organise a fox movement permit by calling Local Land Services (02) 4724 2100.
4) Register with FeralScan https://www.feralscan.org.au/. You should keep a log of
when you set and check your trap.
5) If a daily check of your trap is not possible (eg. if you are going away for the
weekend), ensure the trap is closed.
Setting up the trap
6) When you are moving or touching the trap wear gloves to avoid disease and reduce
scent.
7) Ensure the trap is in good working order and moving parts work smoothly.

Trap placement and baiting
8) Place the trap in an area that is easy to check every morning, e.g. close to the
chicken shed or on a path you know the fox travels.
9) Make sure the trap is sheltered to reduce stress to the fox, e.g. placing the trap
among bushes or cover with hessian cloth, branches, leaves etc.
10) Ensure the trap is stable – eg. secure the base with steel pegs into the ground to
ensure it won’t move or able to be rocked or pushed over.
11) Open both ends of the trap and secure the entries open so that the fox can move
through freely.
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12) Cover the trap floor with soil and leaf litter to help disguise the wire floor and make
the fox less cautious about entering the trap.
13) “Free feeding” before setting the trap rewards the fox when it enters the trap. To do
this, secure food, or other lures within the trap. Food lures can include chicken
wings, fried chicken, a small tin of partially opened cat food or other types of meat.
Replace food lures every 1-2 days. Other lures can include visual lures (eg. a mirror
or shiny/colourful materials), sounds or smells. If one type of lure doesn’t work, try
different types to determine what the fox is interested in.
14) If you have a motion sensor camera, set it up close to the trap to see if foxes are
coming close to or in the trap and what lures attract them most.
15) When you know the fox is entering the trap, close one end and continue to use the
food/lure in the trap to see if the fox continues to enter.
16) Record all fox activity on the FoxScan/FeralScan website or mobile phone app.
17) When the fox is comfortable entering the trap, you can now set it. Inform the person
helping you with euthanasia to make sure they are aware you are trapping and are
available.
18) Traps must be checked at least once a day. Check the trap every morning, and
evening if possible, and continue to replace food lures every 1-2 days. Record your
observations and the dates/times you check the trap in FoxScan and/or in your
written log. It is inhumane to leave any animal in a trap unnecessarily
Euthanasia and movement plan
19) When a fox is trapped, call the person helping you with euthanasia to let them know
you are coming (ie. vet or individual with a firearms licence). If a non-target species
is accidentally trapped, it should be released unharmed.
20) Calmly and quietly approach the trap wearing gloves. Avoid distressing the fox. If it
isn’t already covered, place a cover over the trap to calm the fox and avoid contact
with it.
21) Secure the trap in or on your vehicle and take it to the prearranged location for
euthanasia. If the trap is inside the vehicle, place a tarp underneath the trap.
Note: Shooting should only be performed by skilled operators who have the necessary
experience with firearms and who hold the appropriate licenses and accreditation.
There may be legal restrictions on discharging a firearm in certain areas, and police
permission may be necessary.
22) If possible, collect and record relevant information about the fox in FoxScan.
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c. Safe Work Method Statement (SWMS) for Cage Trapping Foxes
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Step 4. Contact the Group to Participate in the Program
If you would like to be involved in the program send an email to bluemtn.fox@gmail.com. The group
has cage traps available to loan. You can also participate in the program if you have your own cage
trap.
You will need to provide a phone number to be contacted on to arrange a time for delivery and/or
training on the use of a cage trap.
If you are using a loan cage trap, you will be trained on how to use the cage trap when it is delivered.
This will take between 30 minutes to 1 hour. You may also be provided with a loan camera to assist
in monitoring fox behaviour around the trap and will receive basic camera trap training.
However, before this, you will need to:
-

watch the video “A guide to cage trapping”
register with FeralScan
read the documentation
read and understand the “Cage trap loan / use agreement” form. You will need to sign this
when the trap is delivered.

If you are able to transport the fox to be euthanised, please fill out the form “Transporting pest
animals for humane destruction” (Step 5.) and scan or photograph a copy for approval to
admin.greatersydney@lls.nsw.gov.au.
If you have your own cage trap you will still be required to receive training, read the documentation
and sign the “Cage trap loan / use agreement”.
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Step 5. Approval to Transport a Pest Animal
If you are able to transport the fox to be euthanised, please fill out this form and scan or photograph
a copy for approval to admin.greatersydney@lls.nsw.gov.au.
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Step 6. Cage Trap Loan / Use Agreement
Participant Copy
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Group Copy
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Step 7. Cage Trap and Training
When your trap is delivered you will be trained on how to use it. This will take between 30 minutes
to 1 hour. If you are provided with a loan camera, you will also receive basic camera trap training to
assist in monitoring fox behaviour around the trap.
Please note that precautions will be made relating to the COVID-19 virus and strict guidelines for
property visits will be followed. These will be discussed and arranged prior to any visits.

Step 8. FoxScan Instructions and Trap Check Log
Register to use FoxScan at the following web site - https://www.feralscan.org.au/
To use FoxScan on your smart device to log your trap checks, please follow these instructions. Note
that this information is private. Please contact us for more assistance on the number provided
above.
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Step 9. Using a Remote Camera
You may be provided with a camera to help you observe fox, and other species’, behaviour around
the cage trap. You can improve the chance of trapping a fox by changing the way you use the trap.
This video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osy6cd-cQgk&t=3s provides an overview of the
types of remote cameras and how to set them up, or you can read the PestSmart camera trap
manual:
https://www.pestsmart.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/CameraTrapManual_2012.pdf







The camera uses an SD card that you can look at on the camera (this may be hard to see) or
your computer (you will need an SD card reader)
The camera comes with rechargeable batteries that should last more than a month
For further information, read the manual in the box
The camera has been
o set with the correct time
o set to take 20 second video
If the settings change, let your group contact know or try to fix the problem by reading the
manual in the box or visiting https://help.kogan.com/hc/en-us/articles/360001880387

Operating the camera:








Press the “OK” button once to see if the batteries are charged – red light flashes each time
Hold the “OK” button to turn on
Automatically after 20 seconds the camera will switch to “hunting mode” to start operation
(red LED flashes 10 times)
Remove the card to look at the videos (doesn’t seem to mind being removed when camera
still on, contrary to the manual)
Replace card once videos have been reviewed
Consider keeping any good/interesting videos to share with group
Recharge batteries when required or organise with group contact to swap for charged set
from BMCC.

Don’t forget to report any fox sightings you capture on your camera images to FoxScan
https://www.feralscan.org.au/.
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